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ABSTRACT

We present here MetalPDB (freely accessible at
http://metalweb.cerm.unifi.it), a novel resource
aimed at conveying the information available on
the three-dimensional (3D) structures of metal-
binding biological macromolecules in a consistent
and effective manner. This is achieved through the
systematic and automated representation of metal-
binding sites in proteins and nucleic acids by way of
Minimal Functional Sites (MFSs). MFSs are 3D
templates that describe the local environment
around the metal(s) independently of the larger
context of the macromolecular structure embedding
the site(s), and are the central objects of MetalPDB
design. MFSs are grouped into equistructural
(broadly defined as sites found in corresponding
positions in similar structures) and equivalent sites
(equistructural sites that contain the same metals),
allowing users to easily analyse similarities and vari-
ations in metal–macromolecule interactions, and to
link them to functional information. The web inter-
face of MetalPDB allows access to a comprehensive
overview of metal-containing biological structures,
providing a basis to investigate the basic principles
governing the properties of these systems.
MetalPDB is updated monthly in an automated
manner.

INTRODUCTION

It has been estimated that 30–40% of proteins require one
or more metal ions to be able to carry out their biological
function in cells (1,2). This proportion depends on the
specific organism or tissue under consideration, which
affects also the relative usage of the various metals.
Additionally, metal ions play a decisive role in stabilizing
the structure of nucleic acids (3). The analysis and com-
prehension of the interaction of metals with biological
macromolecules is thus an important aspect of structural

biology, e.g. to fully understand the mechanistic aspects of
catalysis by metalloenzymes.

The above considerations have fostered the develop-
ment of various databases aimed at providing users with
a deeper insight in the three-dimensional (3D) structure of
the adducts between biological macromolecules and metal
ions or metal-containing cofactors (4–6). Such structures
are available from the Protein Data Bank (PDB, http://
www.rcsb.org/pdb/) (7). The detailed features of metal ion
coordination have received particular attention in these
studies. Metal ion coordination is certainly where the
analysis of a metal-containing biomacromolecular struc-
ture should start from. However, the determination of
such a structure is typically aimed at improving our know-
ledge on the functional/biochemical relevance of the inter-
action between the metal ion(s) and the biological
macromolecule. To truly fulfil this goal, one has to go
beyond the details of metal coordination, albeit these are
very important (8,9). Along this line of thinking, some of
us have recently demonstrated that the comparative
analysis of the local structural features around the
metallic cofactor and its ligands are extremely informative
on the functional role of the metal itself (10,11). In
practice, we defined a Minimal Functional Site (MFS) in
a metalloprotein as the ensemble of atoms containing the
metal ion or cofactor, its ligands and any other atom
belonging to a chemical species within 5 Å from a
ligand. The MFS describes the local 3D environment
around the cofactor, independently of the larger context
of the protein fold in which it is embedded. The systematic
structural comparison of MFSs of zinc proteins allowed a
structure-based classification to be developed that is
tightly connected to the functional properties of each
site (10). Consequently, this classification is potentially
useful to predict function from 3D structure in the
absence of experimental biochemical data.

The MFS concept outlined above has its
chemico-physical foundation in the fact that the local
environment of the metal has a determinant role in
tuning its properties and thus its chemical reactivity,
whereas the rest of the protein matrix is instrumental
to determine, e.g. substrate selection (12) or partner
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recognition (13). The detailed analysis of the MFS(s) in a
metal-containing biomacromolecule should constitute an
important dimension of the future development of the
study of metals in biology, at least in what regards its
3D structural aspects. To allow the scientific community
to exploit this newly introduced perspective and simultan-
eously effectively and easily leverage on the vast amount
of structural information that is already available, we have
investigated the occurrence of MFSs in the entire PDB
database and stored the corresponding results in a
publicly accessible database, called MetalPDB, which is
described in the present contribution. For metalloproteins,
we provide an extensive set of additional contents specif-
ically geared toward the provision of information support-
ing and enhancing functional interpretation. This concept
is reflected in both the underlying design of the database
and the way the results are presented.

DATABASE CONSTRUCTION

The construction of the MetalPDB database took place
through the following steps:

(1) Download the coordinates for all structures in the
PDB.

(2) Process each coordinate file to identify all metal
atoms in the structure.

(3) For each metal atom in each structure from step (2)
identify the ligands to it. Ligands are chemical
species that contain at least one non-hydrogen
atom at a distance smaller than 3.0 Å from the
metal. They can be residues in a polypeptide or a
polynucleotide chain (endogenous ligands) as well
as different ions or molecules such as water, sulfide,
acetate (exogenous ligands). Organic cofactors such
as heme are considered exogenous ligands.

(4) Each pair of metal atoms that have at least one
common ligand, such as a bridging amino acidic
side chain or exogenous anion, or whose distance is
lower than 5 Å is included into a single polynuclear
site. This procedure is iterated such that if metal A
and metal B are to be included into a single site and
then metal B and metal C are also to be included in a
single site, eventually a three-nuclear site is formed
that contains all three metal ions. This procedure
allowed us to define, e.g., each Fe4S4 cluster found
in ferredoxins as an individual four-nuclear site.

(5) Identify the neighbors of all the ligands (both en-
dogenous and exogenous) to the metal atom(s) in
each mono- or polynuclear site. Ligand neighbors
are chemical species (residues in a polypeptide or a
polynucleotide chain, or other molecules or ions) that
contain at least one non-hydrogen atom at a distance
smaller than 5.0 Å from the ligand itself. The
ensemble of the neighbors, the ligands and the
metal atom(s) constitute the MFS. H-bond inter-
actions between ligands and ligand neighbors are
identified using the HBPLUS program (14).

(6) For each protein chain in a PDB structure, identify
the 50% sequence identity group in the PDB, the
EC number, if relevant, as well as the UniProt

(http://www.uniprot.org/) (15), CATH (http://www
.cathdb.info/) (16), SCOP (http://scop.mrc-lmb.cam
.ac.uk/scop/) (17) and Pfam (http://pfam.sanger.ac
.uk/) (18) codes. Each MFS is then associated with
the CATH, SCOP and Pfam code(s) of the protein
domain(s) that contain the ligands.

(7) Group MFSs into sets of ‘equivalent’ and
‘equistructural’ MFSs. Two MFSs are defined to be
‘equivalent’ when they satisfy the following condi-
tions: (i) they have the same CATH, SCOP or
Pfam classification; alternatively, the sequence
identity between the two PDB chains that contain
them is �50% (effectively meaning that the two
chains have the same fold (19)); (ii) after structural
superposition of the PDB chains containing them,
the two MFSs are superimposed (i.e. the distance
between their geometric centers is <3.5 Å); and (iii)
after structural superposition of the PDB chains con-
taining them, the two MFSs have the same metal
elements in the same positions. For the latter condi-
tion to be fulfilled, equivalent sites must have the
same nuclearity. Two MFSs are defined to be
‘equistructural’ when they satisfy conditions (i) and
(ii) above, while condition (iii) does not need to be
fulfilled. This implies that two equivalent sites are
also equistructural, but the converse is not necessar-
ily true. All equivalent and equistructural MFSs are
grouped into clusters of equivalent and
equistructural MFSs, respectively, by using a single
linkage clustering strategy. For each group of equiva-
lent MFSs, a representative MFS is chosen by select-
ing the PDB structure with the highest resolution.
The present step is applied to metalloproteins only
as CATH, SCOP and Pfam classifications are not
available for nucleic acids. Hence, no equivalent or
equistructural site is defined for nucleic acids.

The steps described above are performed using python
code written in house, which makes also use of the p3d
module (20).
To update the database the above-mentioned procedure

is identically repeated, with the only exception of restrict-
ing the query at step 1 to structures released/updated in
the PDB since the latest update of MetalPDB. The update
status of MetalPDB can be found in the Statistics page. At
the time of submission, the database contains 175 115 sites
extracted from 31 185 PDB structures out of a total of
85 045 (i.e. 36.7% of all PDB structures contained at
least one metal). Fifty-five metal elements are present in
at least one site in MetalPDB. The average (3272 sites) and
median (118 sites) values for the number of sites,
computed excluding metals with no sites, identified per
metal element are very unlike. Indeed, MetalPDB
includes metals for which a very large number of sites
exist (magnesium being the most significant, with over
83 000 sites), next to metals with a very small number,
down to only one (indium), of sites. Mononuclear sites
are largely predominant (149 476, i.e. 85%) with respect
to polynuclear sites (25 639, i.e. 15%).
MetalPDB can be accessed and queried via the web

at the address http://metalweb.cerm.unifi.it. The user
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interface of MetalPDB is based on Pylons, which is an
open source web application framework written in
Python. Since Pylons has no default database library we
chose an external database access suite, SQLAlchemy, to
manage the information in the database. SQLAlchemy is
an open source SQL statement builder and object-relational
mapper. The database is based on PostgreSQL, which is an
object-relational database system.

BROWSING METALPDB

As already mentioned, MetalPDB can be queried using
the web interface at http://metalweb.cerm.unifi.it/. The
interface offers via the Search menu various options to
interrogate the database:

. By PDB code (this is the default query form presented
to the user, and is also present in the Keyword search
sub-menu);

. By EC Number (in the Keyword search sub-menu);

. By Macromolecule name (in the Keyword search
sub-menu);

. By UniProt id (in the Keyword search sub-menu);

. By metal element (clicking on a periodic table image);

. By performing a BLAST search (for protein se-
quences); and

. Through an Advanced Query interface.

Searches may return a single database entry (e.g. when
searching by PDB code) or multiple entries (e.g. sequence
searches). In all cases, the user is presented with a list
containing all relevant sites. The user is then asked to
select one site within the list to proceed. For some
queries and all advanced queries, it is possible to browse
within the result list using a text box. Although the
database is site-centric, the majority of the MetalPDB
query types are protein-centric. A site is associated with
a protein (as well as a nucleic acid) chain when that chain
provides at least one metal ligand. Consequently, the
database queries actually return all the sites that
comprise at least one ligand belonging to the protein of
interest. Sites that do not include any protein ligand, e.g.
the potassium site of the 2QBY structure, are retrieved by
metal searches or when searching by PDB code. In the
latter case, this is possible because a site lacking any
protein ligand is nevertheless associated to the PDB id
of the structure containing it. Consequently, a PDB code
search will retrieve more hits than, e.g., a BLAST search
for the corresponding protein sequence if that structure
contains one or more metal sites without protein
ligands. The Advanced Query interface (Figure 1) allows
users to formulate queries with varying degrees of complex-
ity, by specifying, e.g., molecule type (protein, nucleic acid,
etc.), site nuclearity, metal contents and metal geometry. The
various conditions set are connected by logical AND

Figure 1. The Advanced Query interface of MetalPDB.
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operators. Furthermore, this interface allows the results of a
query to be downloaded to a file rather than visualized (which
is instead the only option available for simple queries).

After selecting a site, the user is transported to the cor-
responding Summary page (Figure 2A). The Summary page
displays some of the site features that have been computed
at the time of its insertion in the database. The features

displayed extend beyond those strictly needed for the def-
inition of the site itself (such as nuclearity or the identity of
the ligands) and include, among others, the EC number of
the chain(s) containing the site (interfacial sites are
associated with more than one chain), the coordination
geometry of each metal in the site (computed using our
FindGeo approach (21), which can be straightforwardly

Figure 2. Overview of the results of a query to MetalPDB (using the structure 2SOD as an example). (A) The Summary page. (B) Detailed
description of the first coordination sphere of the metals in the site (only copper is shown). (C) List of the representative equistructural sites.
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applied from the same portal to obtain more detailed par-
ameters such as rms deviation from the ideal geometry), the
structural or domain classification of the chain(s) contain-
ing the site. Additionally, the coordinates of the site can be
downloaded or the site inspected using Jmol (22). A sche-
matic representation of the site is also available.
Next to the Summary page, there are three tabs

available:

. Coordination sphere;

. Equivalent sites; and

. Equistructural sites.

The Coordination sphere tab provides more detailed in-
formation for each metal in the site on coordination as
well as other structural properties (Figure 2B). Indeed, the
tab contains a large table for each metal that is further
subdivided to display or permit access to metal properties.
For example, donor atom names, types and distances from
the metal are given in tabular form. In addition, for each
ligand it is possible to display and/or download tables re-
porting hydrogen bonding or van der Waals interactions.
The same information can be schematically visualized.
The rightmost column of each metal table shows a plot
of the metal environment.
Under the Equivalent sites tab the user can find a list of

sites that are equivalent to the site currently displayed (see
the ‘Database construction’ section). Equivalent sites can
be found in different PDB structures having the same fold,
or in different but identically folded chains within the
same PDB structure. In a nutshell, the list of equivalent
sites contains all MFSs present in the PDB databank that
contain the same metal in the same position as the current
MFS, within a structure with the same fold as the struc-
ture containing the current site. However, the ligands may
differ, although this is not common. Instead, the neigh-
bors to the ligands will typically differ, to an extent de-
pending largely on the sequence similarity between the
protein chains compared (23). Thus, the Equivalent sites
tab allows users to readily identify families of proteins
containing the same MFS, facilitating them to deal with
the far from trivial task of assessing the redundancy of
PDB structures in terms of their metal content. The co-
ordinates of all the superimposed sites can be immediately
downloaded from MetalPDB, together with a very simple
Pymol script to visualize them.
Under the Equistructural sites tab (Figure 2C) the user

can find a list of sites that are equistructural to the MFS
currently displayed (see the ‘Database construction’
section). As previously noted, two equistructural sites
may or may not be also equivalent. For simplicity, the
download button in the MetalPDB interface allows users
to download a table of equistructural sites that are not
equivalent to the MFS of interest (the latter can be
obtained via the Equivalent sites tab). In practice, MFSs
that are equistructural but not equivalent are sites in cor-
responding positions within protein structures having the
same fold while they differ for their metal contents. This
can happen for a variety of reasons. Metal ions can
replace one another within the same site for both physio-
logical and non-physiological reasons (24–26) or upon

in vitro chemical treatment [typically to introduce spectro-
scopically active metals (27,28)]. Engineering of the metal
ligands or of their neighbors can affect the relative affinity
of a site toward different metal ions, eventually leading to
incorporation of different metals in mutants with respect
to the wild-type protein (29,30). For polynuclear sites, it is
additionally possible to observe phenomena such as the
incorporation of different sets of metal ions (which
again can be physiologically relevant or entirely due to
in vitro treatment, and can change the nuclearity of the
site), replacement of some or all of the metal ions with
others [e.g. as observed in phosphatases (31,32)]. Each
equistructural site shown in the tab is the representative
(i.e. the site in the structure with the highest resolution) of
a group of equivalent MFSs: the sites equivalent to these
representatives are not shown to allow users to grasp im-
mediately the variation range independently of the
number of MFSs in each group (Figure 2C).

As an example, Figure 3 shows equistructural sites for
human superoxide dismutase [hSOD, PDB code 2SOD
(33)]. hSOD contains a dinuclear site containing one
zinc ion and one copper ion. The equistructural sites
differ from it in the number and/or nature of the
metal ion occupying each position within the 2SOD site.
In particular, the equistructural sites can be of reduced
nuclearity, i.e. mononuclear, or can contain a different
metal in one or both site positions (e.g. a zinc–zinc
cluster). Figure 2C shows that there are two families of

Figure 3. Equistructural sites for hSOD (PDB code 2SOD). The site in
2SOD has eight groups of equistructural sites, including its own group,
encompassing a total of 579 sites. Only one representative for each
group is shown. All sites are displayed using a cartoon representation
of the protein backbone, whereas the metal ions are represented as
spheres. The color code for the metal ions is as follows: gray-
zinc, gold-copper, pink-cobalt and light yellow-cadmium.
(A) Superimposition of all sites. Each site maintains the same color
as in its individual panel; (B) 2SOD; (C) 2C9S; (D) 1E9P;
(E) 1MFM; (F) 1Q0E (copper site); (G) 1COB; (H) 3H2P; and
(I) 1Q0E (zinc site). (C) and (F) are equistructural to the left half of
the full site (see panel A), whereas (I) is equistructural to the right half
of the full site.
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mononuclear equistructural sites containing one zinc ion.
This can happen because the zinc ion in each of the two
families occupies only one of the two positions in the
dinuclear site (Figure 3C and I, respectively).

A further example of a possible use of MetalPDB is
given in Figure 4. Here we exploit the site schemes that
are produced by our tools and can be displayed from the
Summary page (Figure 2A). The case represented is that
of aconitase, EC number 4.2.1.3, whose function is sensi-
tive to mitochondrial iron deficiency and oxidative stress
via the reversible conversion of a Fe4S4

2+ cluster into a
Fe3S4

+ cluster (36). The site schemes allow the user to
readily compare and localize the associated changes in
the site coordination sphere (Figure 4).

COMPARISON WITH OTHER AVAILABLE
DATABASES FOCUSING ON METALS IN BIOLOGY

COMe (http://www.flymine.org/come/) (37) provides only
information on the first coordination sphere of the metal
center, i.e. essentially what MetalPDB is providing in the
first coordination sphere tab. This database has not been
updated since 2005.

The MDB (http://metallo.scripps.edu/) (4) is the first
database that was created for metalloproteins and is

specifically geared toward providing information useful
for metalloprotein design. This results in the information
provided consisting mainly of a description of the features
of the metal coordination environment. This database has
not been updated since 2003.
MESPEUS (http://mespeus.bch.ed.ac.uk/MESPEUS_

10/) (5) is a relatively recent database, implemented in
2008, which provides extensive information on the metal
coordination environment of metalloproteins in the PDB,
basically providing a detailed description of all geometric
features of the metal site. Crystallographic features are
also described extensively, and it is possible to easily
generate statistics for metals in any selected environment.
Whereas MESPEUS geometric insight is far more
extended than what we are providing in MetalPDB, its
usefulness for functional analysis is more limited.
Indeed, MESPEUS does not provide any comparison
between different sites, as we instead accomplish by
looking at equivalent and equistructural sites, nor it
provides any analysis of protein domains. This database
has not been updated since 2010.
MetLigDB (http://silver.sejong.ac.kr/MetLigDB/home.

html) (38) focuses on the analysis of organic ligands
binding to metalloproteins and not on metal–
biomacromolecule interactions; its scope is thus widely
different than MetalPDB.

Figure 4. Schematic comparison of the aconitase sites in the two functionally relevant forms. The schemes are directly taken from the MetalPDB
entries associated to PDB codes 5ACN (Fe3S4 form, top) (34) and 1C96 (Fe4S4 form, bottom) (35). Note that the cluster name changes from SF4 to
F3S in accordance with PDB naming standards. Water molecule 963 is at 2.97 Å from one of the iron ions in 5ACN.
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MINAS (http://www.minas.uzh.ch/) (6) focuses on
metal–nucleic acid interactions, and thus it does not
include metalloproteins. Thus MetalPDB and MINAS
can be seen as complementary, with some limited
overlap. Note that of the 175 115 MFS contained in
MetalPDB, 86 637 (49.5%) have at least one protein
ligand and no nucleic acid ligand whereas 31 452
(18.0%) have at least one nucleic acid ligand and no
protein ligand and 54 594 (31.2%) have ligands that are
neither proteic or nucleic (the latter MFS’s may however
interact with proteins and/or nucleic acids in their second
sphere).
A general observation from the analysis of the existing

databases described in the preceding paragraph is that
there are no metalloprotein databases that are truly kept
up to date. To avoid encountering the same problem with
MetalPDB, we designed it in a way that enables auto-
mated update of its contents (at present on a monthly
basis, to become more frequent in the future). In fact all
the analyses carried out and described in the preceding
paragraphs are entirely programmed in the code
underlying the construction of the database.

CONCLUDING REMARKS

MetalPDB is an innovative resource designed for all re-
searchers interested in the study of metals in biology. This
resource capitalizes on the notion that a much deeper
insight into the biological relevance of metal–
biomacromolecule interactions is obtained by supplement-
ing the detailed analysis of metal coordination, which has
already been extensively addressed in the literature, with
the examination of the macromolecular environment in
which the metal and the ligands are embedded (repre-
sented by the MFS). MetalPDB makes this analysis
systematically and readily available to the scientific com-
munity. With respect to other available resources, our
focus is thus shifted from metalloprotein design or crys-
tallographic features to the functional features of
metalloproteins, also through functional and structural
domain analysis. A key advantage of MetalPDB over
other related databases is that its contents are generated
and monthly updated in an automated manner.
Finally, MetalPDB allows users to easily identify and

visualize similarities as well as variations in the way metals
are coordinated by proteins by linking each entry to those
bearing equivalent and equistructural sites. This function-
ality provides direct access to otherwise complex struc-
tural comparisons.
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